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Abstract Two gimbal-mounted GNSS antennas were installed on each side of the6
radome-enclosed 20 m VLBI radio telescope at the Onsala Space Observatory. GPS7
data with a 1 Hz sampling rate were recorded for five semi-kinematic and four kine-8
matic observing campaigns. These GPS data were analysed together with data from9
the IGS station ONSA with an in-house Matlab-based GPS software package, us-10
ing the double-difference analysis strategy. The coordinates of the GNSS antennas11
on the telescope were estimated for different observation angles of the telescope, at12
specific epochs, and used to calculate the geodetic reference point of the telescope.13
The local tie vector between the VLBI and the ONSA GNSS reference points in a14
geocentric reference frame was hence obtained. The two different types of observing15
campaigns gave consistent results of the estimated local tie vector and the axis off-16
set of the telescope. The estimated local tie vector obtained from all nine campaigns17
gave standard deviations of 1.5 mm, 1.0 mm, and 2.9 mm for the geocentric X, Y,18
and Z components, respectively. The result of the estimated axis offset of the VLBI19
telescope shows a difference of 0.3 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.9 mm, with20
respect to a reference value obtained by two local surveys carried out in 2002 and21
2008. Our results show that the presented method can be used as a complement to the22
more accurate but more labour intensive classical geodetic surveys to continuously23
monitor the local tie at co-location stations with an accuracy of a few millimetres.24
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1 Introduction27
The International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) is a global reference system28
which co-rotates with the Earth in its diurnal motion in space (IERS, 2005). An In-29
ternational Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) is a realization of the ITRS. ITRS co-30
ordinates are obtained using observations from space geodesy techniques (Altamimi31
et al., 2001), such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), e.g. the Global Po-32
sitioning System (GPS), and Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). The Onsala33
Space Observatory (OSO), located at the west coast of Sweden, has been contributing34
to the ITRF over three decades acquiring VLBI and GPS observations. Therefore, the35
local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS reference points at Onsala and its36
potential change over time are of major importance for the maintenance of the ITRF.37
In order to measure the local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS refer-38
ence points, we need to determine the invariant point (IVP) of the VLBI telescope.39
The IVP is the intersection of the primary axis with the shortest vector between the40
primary azimuth and the secondary elevation axis (Dawson et al., 2007). For the tele-41
scope used in geodetic VLBI at OSO, the IVP does not exist as a physical point.42
Additionally, the primary and the secondary axis are not intersecting. Therefore, the43
IVP is the projection of the secondary axis on the primary axis indicating that the IVP44
can only be measured by indirect surveying methods (Eschelbach and Haas, 2005).45
The determination of the invariant point of the OSO 20 m telescope is compli-46
cated because that this telescope is enclosed by a protecting radome of 30 m diame-47
ter. In 2002 a classical geodetic measurement was carried out at OSO at two different48
epochs. For the first epoch several survey markers were installed inside the radome to49
determine the endpoints of the elevation axis for different azimuth directions and for50
the second epoch magnetic survey markers were installed on the telescope cabin that51
acted as synthetic elevation axis endpoints. Successively the reference point of the ra-52
dio telescope was determined by 3D circle fitting to the elevation axis endpoints (Es-53
chelbach and Haas, 2005). The standard deviations of the resulting reference points54
coordinates were below 0.3 mm for both epochs and the local tie vector between the55
VLBI and the GNSS reference points was determined at the sub-millimetre level.56
In 2008 another geodetic measurement was performed with a laser tracker. This in-57
strument is also capable of providing local tie results at the sub-millimetre level (Lo¨sler,58
2009). In the 2008 campaign, the baseline between the IVS site (Onsala) and the IGS59
site (ONSA) was also measured and compared to the one obtained from the 200260
campaign. The measured baseline between the IVS and the IGS reference points in61
2002 and 2008 are 79.5685 m and 79.5678 m, respectively. Although the accuracy62
of the resulting local tie vector is high, the invested time for performing the classi-63
cal measurements was many days and the procedure of the measurements is usually64
laborious.65
One idea to avoid labor-intensive classical geodetic surveys for the determination66
of radio telescope invariant points and local ties, is to use GNSS. In their pioneering67
work, Combrinck and Merry (1997) describe a project where one gimbal-mounted68
GNSS antenna on the Hartebeesthoek 26 m radio telescope was used for the deter-69
mination of the telescope’s invariant point and axis offset. However, Combrinck and70
Merry (1997) did not apply corrections for GNSS antenna phase centre variations.71
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Combrinck and Merry (1997) performed a two-step analysis involving circle-fitting72
analyses and did not give information on the repeatability of their results.73
Also Abbondanza et al. (2009) used GNSS for local tie measurements. They74
performed campaigns in 2002 and 2006 with two gimbal-mounted GNSS anten-75
nas on the Medicina 32 m radio telescope. These campaigns were performed semi-76
kinematically and the data were analyzed with a commercial GPS analysis software,77
followed by post-processing to derive local tie information. Corrections for antenna78
phase centre variations were applied in their processing.79
Kallio and Poutanen (2012) were the first to use gimbal-mounted GNSS anten-80
nas on a radome-enclosed radio telescope. They mounted two GNSS antennnas on81
the Metsa¨hovi 14 m radio telescope and performed several kinematic observing ses-82
sions during VLBI observations to determine the local tie at Metsa¨hovi. Based on a83
model first presented by Lo¨sler (2009), they proposed a modified model where the84
telescope axes can be presented in the same three dimensional Cartesian system as85
the observed coordinates. This is well suited to measurements obtained by the GNSS86
antennas that are attached to the telescope structure. Kallio and Poutanen (2012) used87
a two-step approach for the local tie determination which consisted of the actual GPS88
data analysis with a commercial software and a post-processing step. In their analysis89
they consider corrections of antenna phase centre variations. However, to the authors90
knowledge non of these studies took into consideration that the gimbal-mounted an-91
tenna on the telescope experience different hydrostatic delays when the telescope was92
pointed at different elevation angles.93
Inspired by the work of Kallio and Poutanen (2012), two gimbal-mounted GNSS94
antennas were installed on the 20 m radome-enclosed VLBI radio telescope at OSO95
in the summer of 2013, one on each side of the main reflector. Thereafter, GPS data96
were recorded during several campaigns, both semi-kinematic and kinematic ones,97
and the coordinates of the GNSS antennas were determined to estimate both the local98
tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS reference points and the axis offset of99
the telescope. Section 2 describes the models and the rotation matrices which were100
used in order to transform the estimated GPS coordinates to the IVP of the telescope.101
A prerequisite for obtaining high accuracy in the estimated GPS coordinates is to fix102
carrier phase ambiguities to integers. Therefore, we used double-difference carrier103
phase measurements in the GPS data processing, which is discussed in Section 3. In104
this section we also describe how the hydrostatic delay differences were treated in105
the analysis. The results of the estimated local tie vector and the axis offset of the106
telescope are presented in Section 4, followed by the conclusions and suggestions for107
future work in Section 5.108
2 Methodology109
We used a model developed for the Metsa¨hovi telescope in order to calculate the IVP110
of the VLBI telescope from the time series of estimated GPS coordinates (Kallio and111
Poutanen, 2012):112
Xn = X0 +R;a (E  X0) +R;aR";e Pn (1)
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where the coordinate vector of the GNSS antenna Xn (n=1, 2), in our case in a113
geocentric reference frame, is determined by the sum of three vectors (see Figure 1):114
the coordinate vector of the IVP of the telescope X0; the axis offset vector E  X0115
rotated by the angle  about the azimuth axis unit vector a; and the vector from the116
eccentric point E to the antenna point Pn (n=1, 2) rotated about the elevation axis117
unit vector e by the angle " and about the azimuth axis unit vector a by the angle .118
The two rotation matrices are expressed as:119
R;a = cos
0@1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1A+ (1  cos)
0@axax axay axazaxay ayay ayaz
axaz ayaz azaz
1A
+sin
0@ 0  az ayaz 0  ax
 ay ax 0
1A (2)
and120
R";e = cos "
0@1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1A+ (1  cos ")
0@ exex exey exezexey eyey eyez
exez eyez ezez
1A
+sin "
0@ 0  ez eyez 0  ex
 ey ex 0
1A (3)
In both Equations 2 and 3, there are four components for each rotation matrix:121
three for the axis and one for the angle. Since the axes are unit vectors, we have two122
condition equations, one for the azimuth axis unit vector a and one for the elevation123
axis unit vector e.124
a2x + a
2
y + a
2
z = 1 (4)
125
e2x + e
2
y + e
2
z = 1 (5)
Due to the fact that the offset vector E X0 is perpendicular to both the azimuth126
and the elevation axis, we have two more condition equations:127
(E  X0)xax + (E  X0)yay + (E  X0)zaz = 0 (6)
128
(E  X0)xex + (E  X0)yey + (E  X0)zez = 0 (7)
The input data to Equation 1 are the geocentric coordinates of the two GNSS129
antennas, together with the azimuth and the elevation angles of the VLBI telescope130
at different epochs. All unknown parameters in Equation 1 were estimated as cor-131
rections to the a priori value by solving a least squares mixed model including all132
condition equations and the main function:133 
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where xh is the correction to the a priori values of the unknown parameters after h134
times of iteration and k is the vector of Lagrange multipliers; Yi is the basic equation135
for all points at epoch i with the a priori values of the parameters, which is expressed136
for the two GNSS antennas:137
Yi =
 
X1  X 00  R;a0 (E  X0)
0  R;a0 R";e0 P
0
1
X2  X 00  R;a0 (E  X0)
0  R;a0 R";e0 P
0
2
!
(9)
where the vectors of the estimated unknown parameters are the corrections with re-138
spect to the a priori values (indicated by a prime in Equation 9):139
[4X0x;4X0y;4X0z;4(E  X0)x;4(E  X0)y;4(E  X0)z;4ax;
4ay;4az;4ex;4ey;4ez;4P1x;4P1y;4P1z;4P2x;4P2y;4P2z] (10)
Solving the condition equations and differentiating with respect to the correction140
using Equation 10 gives us theH andW matrices:141
H =
2664
0 0 0 0 0 0 ax ay az 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ex ey ez 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ax ay az (E  X0)x (E  X0)y (E  X0)z 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ex ey ez 0 0 0 (E  X0)x (E  X0)y (E  X0)z 0 0 0 0 0 0
3775(11)
142
W =
2664
1
2 (1  a2x   a2y   a2z)
1
2 (1  e2x   e2y   e2z)
 (E  X0)x ax   (E  X0)y ay   (E  X0)z az
 (E  X0)x ex   (E  X0)y ey   (E  X0)z ez
3775 (12)
The partial differentiation at epoch i with respect to the unknown parameters is143
used to construct the matrix Ai:144
Ai =
 
@Yi
@X0
@Yi
@(E X0)
@Yi
@a
@Yi
@e
@Yi
@P1
0
@Yi
@X0
@Yi
@(E X0)
@Yi
@a
@Yi
@e 0
@Yi
@P2
!
(13)
while the Bi matrix is the partial differentiation with respect to the observations for145
each telescope position given at different azimuth (AZ) and elevation (EL) angles and146
for the coordinates of each GNSS antenna.147
Bi =
 
@Yi
@AZi
@Yi
@ELi
@Yi
@X1
0
@Yi
@AZi
@Yi
@ELi
0 @Yi@X2
!
(14)
There is one more matrix in Equation 8, S, which is the weighting matrix taking148
the uncertainty of the angle reading from the telescope and the uncertainty of the149
estimated coordinates from the GNSS antenna at epoch i into account.150
Si =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
2AZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2EL 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2X1x X1xX1y X1xX1z 0 0 0
0 0 X1yX1x 
2
X1y
X1yX1z 0 0 0
0 0 X1zX1x X1zX1y 
2
X1z
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2X2x X2xX2y X2xX2z
0 0 0 0 0 X2yX2x 
2
X2y
X2yX2z
0 0 0 0 0 X2zX2x X2zX2y 
2
X2z
1CCCCCCCCCCA
 1
(15)
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The solution of Equation 8 is obtained by iterations until convergence is found.151
We defined convergence when the corrections to the IVP coordinates become less152
than 0.1 mm.153
3 GPS observations and data processing154
Two Leica AS10 multi-GNSS antennas were mounted on both sides of the telescope155
dish using two rotating holders. Both holders have counterweights in order to make156
the two antennas point to the zenith regardless of the position of the VLBI tele-157
scope (see Figure 2). The sampling rate of the GPS measurements was 1 Hz and158
the data were recorded for two types of sessions, semi-kinematic and kinematic.159
In the semi-kinematic sessions, the telescope was scheduled in a sequence of160
different azimuth and elevation angles. The duration of each session was 24 hours.161
For the first two sessions (July 9 and 10, 2013), the telescope was positioned at ele-162
vation angles 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 55, 65, 75, and 85. For each163
elevation angle, the telescope was positioned at four different azimuth angles with164
an interval of 90. In total, this approach gave 48 different telescope positions. Af-165
ter each 30 minutes the telescope moved to a new position. For the other three semi-166
kinematic sessions (September 21–23, 2013), the telescope moved through the same167
elevation angles as for the first two sessions, but with four more azimuth angles for168
each elevation angle with an interval of 45, which in total gave us 96 different tele-169
scope positions, and hence 15 minutes were spend in each direction.170
During the kinematic sessions, GPS observations were recorded during four stan-171
dard VLBI sessions. All sessions are summarized in Table 1.172
In the data processing we only used GPS data acquired when the VLBI antenna173
was at the planned position (semi-kinematic sessions) or tracking the scheduled ra-174
dio source (kinematic sessions). The data acquired when the telescope was moving175
between the fixed positions, or slewing between radio sources, were excluded. The176
azimuth speed of the telescope is elevation dependent when tracking a radio source.177
It is highest when a radio source passes through the local zenith and the telescope178
has to move by half a turn in azimuth to follow the source. During the four VLBI179
sessions used for this work, 84 % of the observations were acquired at an elevation180
angle below 60. For these observations the telescope speed in elevation and azimuth181
are less than 0.5 arcsec/s (0.03 mm/s) and less than 27 arcsec/s (1.6 mm/s), respec-182
tively. In order to have correct observation angles of the telescope corresponding to183
the actual position of the GPS antenna, we used the angle readings from the telescope184
log file which is updated every second, i.e. with a temporal resolution that is identical185
to the GPS sampling rate. The uncertainty of the angle reading is 10 arcsec which186
corresponds to an uncertainty in the position of 0.5 mm.187
An absolute correction of the Phase Centre Variations (PCV) of the GNSS an-188
tenna is necessary in the GPS data processing (Schmid et al., 2007). In our case,189
it is complicated to implement since the azimuth orientation of the GNSS antenna190
changes with the azimuth pointing of the telescope. If we apply the standard abso-191
lute PCV correction directly, it would cause systematic errors in the estimated GPS192
coordinates and the resulting IVP of the telescope. In order to reduce this problem,193
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we calculated modified PCV corrections for the two GNSS antennas, using the az-194
imuth orientation of the telescope and applied these to the RINEX files. Eventually,195
the corrected RINEX files were used in the GPS data processing.196
Since the horizontal distance between the two GNSS antennas (GPS1 and GPS2)197
on the telescope and the IGS station ONSA is around 78 m, the received signals198
should experience a common ionospheric delay. We took advantage of this feature199
in our data processing by forming two baselines (GPS1 ONSA and GPS2 ONSA)200
in order to avoid the estimation of the common parameter. Since the height differ-201
ence between the two GNSS antennas on the telescope and ONSA can vary between202
12.7 m and 18.9 m depending on the telescope elevation, the differential neutral at-203
mospheric delay can be ignored only for the wet part (Ning et al., 2012) while a204
compensation for the hydrostatic delay was necessary (Snajdrova et al., 2005). Fig-205
ure 3 depicts an example of the difference of the Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD) due206
to the height difference between the two GNSS antennas on the telescope and ONSA207
for 12 elevations of the telescope (obtained from one of the semi-kinematic sessions).208
In order to determine the height difference, the GPS data were first processed without209
corrections for the hydrostatic delay. Then the estimated height difference was used210
to calculate the correction for the hydrostatic delay which was then implemented in211
the GPS data for the final processing. We also investigated the impact of the error in212
the determination of the height difference on the resulting GPS coordinates. The re-213
sult showed that the deviation of 1 m in the height difference can only cause an error214
in the estimated vertical component less than 1 mm while no difference seen for the215
horizontal components. However, if we ignore the ZHD corrections, the difference in216
the estimated vertical component can be up to 10 mm.217
Since GPS measurements were acquired kinematically, especially from the four218
standard VLBI sessions, the GNSS antennas were only static for very short obser-219
vational time spans where the ambiguities, when estimated as floats, become poorly220
separable from the baseline coordinates. Therefore, we used double-difference data221
processing, using our own in-house Matlab-based GPS software, with carrier phase222
ambiguities fixed to integers using the LAMBDA method (Teunissen, 1993). For the223
following analyses, we only used solutions where the float ambiguities could be fixed224
to integers. In addition, we took the geometry of the satellite constellation into ac-225
count by only accepting solutions when the position dilution of precision (PDOP)226
value was less than 5. Figure 4 demonstrates the number of GPS solutions together227
with the corresponding length of the observing time while the telescope was tracking228
on a target for two kinematic sessions: R1591 and RV101. The length of observing229
time for each target varies approximately from 50 s to 500 s. It is evident that for the230
telescope positions with very short observing time, i.e. less than 50 s, no solutions231
were given by both GPS1 and GPS2. This is because that the duration time is too232
short for an ambiguity resolution. For some telescope positions, with longer duration233
time, we see solutions only from one of the GPS antennas. It indicates the impact of234
the telescope itself blocking the incoming signals from GPS satellites.235
In order to reject outliers in the estimated coordinates after the GPS data process-236
ing, we used the distance and the height difference between the two GNSS antennas,237
GPS1 and GPS2, as references. The expected distance and the height difference be-238
tween GPS1 and GPS2 were estimated by the GPS data acquired from two static239
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sessions (July 6–7, 2013) where the telescope was static and pointing to the zenith.240
The deviations of the estimated distance and height difference, given by the time se-241
ries of estimated coordinates of GPS1 and GPS2, during all nine sessions, from the242
expected value were examined for outlier detection. All data points with a difference243
from the expected distance (24.749 m) larger than one standard deviation were re-244
moved while we excluded the data points with a height difference deviating from the245
expected value (0.005 m) more than 0.1 m. Table 1 shows the number of data points246
(epochs) after the GPS data processing (Step 1) and after the outlier detection (Step 2)247
for each session. For most sessions, around 55 % of data points were excluded as out-248
liers while more data points (78 %) were excluded for one VLBI session (RV101)249
having more short observations.250
After the outlier detection, the GPS coordinates and the corresponding telescope251
angle reading (azimuth and elevation) were used for the linearized least squares252
mixed model with condition equations (see Equations 1 to 7). After the first two itera-253
tions, the data points with residuals larger than 50 cm were removed and after another254
two iterations, the threshold value was set to 25 cm. Then, after two more iterations,255
the data points with residuals larger than three standard deviations were removed.256
Thereafter, we iterated the analysis until convergence was reached. Table 1 shows the257
number of data points included in the last iteration (Step 3). For most sessions, over258
94% of the input data to the model were included in the final stage. This indicates that259
most bad data points were excluded by our outlier detection based on the distance and260
the height difference between GPS1 and GPS2. Table 1 also shows the total number261
of telescope positions (Step 0) for each session, the number of telescope positions left262
after the GPS data processing and after the outlier exclusion, as well as the number263
of telescope positions included in the last iteration. For the semi-kinematic sessions,264
around 60 % of the telescope positions were used in the final estimation where most265
of the position rejection occurred in the GPS data processing due to the failure of266
fixing ambiguities to integers. For the kinematic sessions, many more telescope po-267
sitions were excluded (only 5 % to 22 % positions were left in the final stage) where268
approximately half of the rejections happened during the GPS data processing while269
the other half was due to the outlier exclusion.270
4 Results271
The estimated local tie vector, in a geocentric reference frame, between the VLBI272
and the GNSS reference points, together with the estimated axis offset of the tele-273
scope, as well as the P vectors (the vector from the eccentric point to the reference274
point of the GNSS antenna) are given in Table 2, while the corresponding covariance275
matrix of the local tie vector is given in Table 3. The coordinates of the IGS station276
ONSA were given by the data processing using GIPSY/OASIS II v.6.2 (Webb and277
Zumberge, 1993) with the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) strategy (Zumberge et al.,278
1997). We have results from the semi-kinematic sessions for five days and for four279
days from the kinematic sessions. The results show no significant difference between280
the two approaches in terms of mean values while the semi-kinematic approach have281
slightly lower standard deviations. If we convert the local tie vector to topocentric282
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coordinates (shown in Table 4), a larger standard deviation of 4.9 mm is seen for the283
vertical component from the kinematic sessions.284
The mean baseline, in Table 2, given by the semi-kinematic sessions is 79.5744 m285
with a standard deviation of 1.1 mm while the ones for the kinematic sessions are286
79.5738 m and 1.3 mm, respectively. The axis offset, given by the semi-kinematic287
sessions, is  6.1 mm with a standard deviation of 1.9 mm while the one given by288
the kinematic sessions is  6.4 mm with a standard deviation of 1.9 mm. A differ-289
ence within 0.5 mm is seen with respect to the axis offset measured by two local290
surveys ( 6.0 0.4 mm for 2002 (Eschelbach and Haas, 2005) and  6.2 0.2 mm291
for 2008 (Lo¨sler and Haas, 2009)). The absolute vector differences for both the P1292
and the P2 vectors are below 3 mm when comparing the values obtained from the two293
types of sessions.294
Table 2 also gives the combined results from all nine sessions where the stan-295
dard deviations for the X, Y, and Z axis are 1.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 2.9 mm, respec-296
tively. The estimated axis offset of the telescope shows a difference of 0.5 mm from297
the reference axis offset given by two local surveys while a standard deviation of298
2.9 mm is seen over all sessions. For a comparison, we calculated the local tie vec-299
tor in ITRF2008 (Altamimi et al., 2011) coordinates referring to the epoch of July 1,300
2013. The Y axis shows the smallest difference ( 1.2 mm) from the ITRF value,301
while the differences for the X and Z axis are 2.0 mm and 5.0 mm, respectively.302
A difference of 3.3 mm is seen between the estimated baseline and the ITRF base-303
line. Some parts of the difference is due to the influence of thermal effects on the304
telescope structure (Lo¨sler et al., 2013). The height difference due to the temperature305
difference can be modelled by Equation 15 presented by Lo¨sler et al. (2013). Based306
on local meteorological observations, the mean ground temperature for all nine ses-307
sions are 15 C. If we take the thermal deformation of the telescope into account308
and refer all results to a temperature of 0 C (Lo¨sler and Haas, 2009), the differ-309
ence of the baseline is reduced to 2.8 mm. These discrepancies are on the same order310
of magnitude as found during the preparation of ITRF2008 (Altamimi et al., 2011),311
though the discrepancies are not identical per coordinate component. The rest of the312
difference is likely to be explained by the uncertainties in the GPS measurements313
which are caused by multipath effects and by the errors in the phase centre correction314
(PCC) due to differences between the GPS antenna correction models. In this work,315
the two Leica AS10, GPS1 and GPS2 on the telescope, were sent to the University of316
Bonn for individual calibration. Thereafter, only the model provided by the individual317
calibration were used. For the IGS site ONSA, however, we implemented the model318
given in igs08.atx which provides a mean value of the calibrations from the same type319
of antennas. The position offsets resulting from the use of individual calibrations and320
the mean calibration from igs08.atx were investigated by Baire et al. (2013). They321
found the position offsets for the horizontal and vertical components can be as large322
as 4 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Furthermore, the ONSA antenna is covered by an323
uncalibrated plastic radome, which can cause effects primarily on the vertical compo-324
nent with the order of a couple of millimetres. Such effects were investigated by Ning325
et al. (2011) where a deviation of the order of a couple of millimetres on the vertical326
component was found. They also found the size of this vertical deviation varied as-327
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sociated with different geometries of the electromagnetic environment of the antenna328
as well as with the elevation cutoff angle for the observations used in the analysis.329
Since the distance between the two GNSS antennas on the telescope is fixed, we330
could take this fixed baseline as a condition for our GPS data processing. We com-331
bined the relative coordinates of GPS1–ONSA and GPS1–ONSA from previous data332
processing and used them as a priori coordinates. The corrections for the a priori co-333
ordinates were obtained by solving a least squares model again and fixing the baseline334
between GPS1 and GPS2. The differences in the estimated local tie given by the GPS335
data processing using a non-fixed and fixed baseline are shown in Figure 5. No sig-336
nificant changes, in terms of both the mean and standard deviation, are seen for the337
estimated relative coordinates after we fixed the baseline while the non-fixed solution338
actually gives a better result in the estimated axis offset.339
We know the axis offset of the telescope, with a sub-mm accuracy, from the two340
local surveys performed in 2002 and 2008. We thus can fix the axis offset value in341
our least squares mixed model in order to reduce number of unknown parameters.342
Figure 6 depicts the estimated local tie vector with and without fixing the axis offset343
value. An insignificant difference (<1 mm) is observed in the results obtained with344
and without fixing the axis offset.345
As discussed earlier, the orientation of the GNSS antenna on the telescope varies346
with the azimuth pointing of the telescope, meaning that direct implementation of the347
standard absolute PCV corrections will cause systematic errors in the estimated local348
tie vector. This is depicted by Figure 7 where the blue squares show the results given349
by the GPS data processing with the direct implementation of the standard absolute350
PCV corrections and the red circles show the results using the modified PCV cor-351
rections. Clear systematic offsets are seen for the results using the standard absolute352
PCV corrections for the two GNSS antennas. Averaged over all nine sessions, the353
offsets are 0.3 mm for the X axis, 2.9 mm for the Y axis, and 1.6 mm for the Z axis,354
respectively while the offset for the axis offset is 1.5 mm. This indicates that in spite355
of the poor electromagnetic environment PCV corrections are important and shall be356
applied to improve the accuracy.357
5 Conclusions and future work358
We carried out five semi-kinematic and four kinematic observing sessions with the359
two GNSS antennas mounted on the rim of the main reflector of the Onsala 20 m360
radio telescope. The telescope was pointed in different azimuth and elevation angles361
and the resulting coordinates of the two GNSS antennas were used to determine the362
telescope invariant point and the local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS363
reference points directly in a geocentric reference frame.364
The result shows no significant differences in the estimated local tie vector and365
the axis offset of the telescope obtained from the two approaches. After combination366
of the results from all nine sessions, the differences between our estimated local tie367
vector and the one of ITRF2008 are 2.0 mm for the X axis,  1.2 mm for the Y axis,368
and 5.0 mm for the Z axis. The smallest standard deviation of 1.0 mm is seen for the369
Y axis while the standard deviations for the X and Z axis are 1.5 mm and 2.9 mm,370
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respectively. A difference of 3.3 mm is seen between our estimated baseline and the371
ITRF2008 baseline. Part of the difference is due to the influence of thermal effects372
on the telescope structure while the others are likely to be explained by the uncer-373
tainties in GPS measurements caused by multipath effects, the differences in GPS374
antenna calibration models, and the uncalibrated plastic radome. The discrepancies375
are on the same order of magnitude as found during the preparation of ITRF2008 (Al-376
tamimi et al., 2011) where the local tie information by Lo¨sler and Haas (2009) based377
on classical measurements were used. Systematic studies are necessary to investigate378
the reason for these discrepancies, in particular in the Z axis, using individual cali-379
bration for all GNSS antennas. In the future, GPS observation sessions for a longer380
time period, e.g. over one month, are desired in order to reduce the impact of the381
uncertainty from the vertical component of the GPS coordinates.382
Due to the blockage by the telescope, a significant number of cycle slips occurred383
in the GPS phase measurements which introduces additional ambiguity parameters.384
Therefore, a higher sampling rate of GPS measurements, e.g. 10 Hz or 20 Hz, would385
be beneficial in order to have more data available for the ambiguity estimation.386
We have shown that the method can be applied not only for dedicated semi-387
kinematic campaigns but also during normal geodetic VLBI experiments. This means388
that this method allows to continually monitor the local tie at a station, which is of389
interest in particular for the co-location stations that will contribute to the upcom-390
ing VLBI Global Observing System (VGOS) operations of the IVS, like the Onsala391
Space Observatory.392
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Fig. 1 A sketch of the model parameters and the local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS reference
points illustrating the vectors involved (top). Ideally the two vectors E and X0 shall be identical. This is,
however, not the case, which is illustrated in the bottom sketch and further described in the text.
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Fig. 2 The installation of the GNSS antennas on (a) the left side and (b) the right side of the 20 m radio
telescope. The figures at the bottom show a close look of the two antennas.
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Fig. 3 The difference of the Zenith Hydrostatic Delay (ZHD) due to the height difference between the two
GNSS antennas on the telescope and ONSA for different elevations of the telescope. The relation is given
by the equation:4ZHD=0.0003*4Height (Snajdrova et al., 2005).
Fig. 4 The length of the observing time (left scale) while the telescope was tracking on a target at
each position and the corresponding number of GPS solutions (one solution each second) for GPS1 and
GPS2 (right scale) shown for the two kinematic sessions: (a) R1592 and (b) RV101.
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Table 1 Number of data points and telescope positions.
No. of data points No. of telescope positions
Session Step 11 Step 22 Step 33 Step 04 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
semi-kinematic
1 2013/07/09 65948 28260 27491 48 41 40 38
2 2013/07/10 66149 25964 25063 48 37 37 32
3 2013/09/21 60765 31717 30531 96 87 73 63
4 2013/09/22 60982 29085 27471 96 80 69 57
5 2013/09/23 60336 27468 22833 96 76 70 57
kinematic
6 R1592 (2013/07/01-07/02) 26588 13738 13140 288 112 64 60
7 EUR124 (2013/07/04-07/05) 28502 13704 13111 240 108 55 53
8 RV101 (2013/09/11-09/12) 16662 3604 3190 378 93 22 19
9 R1604 (2013/09/24-09/25) 25816 8484 8043 253 81 24 22
1After the GPS data processing.
2After the outlier exclusion.
3The last iteration in the least squares mixed model.
4The total numbers of positions that the telescope was positioned at in each session.
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Table 2 The estimated local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS reference points, and the estimated
axis offset of the telescope as well as the estimated P vectors.
Session Date 4 X1 4 Y1 4 Z1 Baseline Axis offset P1 P2
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]
semi-kinematic
1 2013-07-09  52.6283 40.4624 43.8743 79.5732  0.0083 12.0615 12.0629
2 2013-07-10  52.6277 40.4635 43.8741 79.5732  0.0057 12.0626 12.0613
3 2013-09-21  52.6286 40.4638 43.8755 79.5747  0.0033 12.0617 12.0629
4 2013-09-22  52.6295 40.4637 43.8745 79.5748  0.0071 12.0618 12.0624
5 2013-09-23  52.6296 40.4637 43.8764 79.5759  0.0063 12.0615 12.0615
Mean  52.6287 40.4634 43.8749 79.5744  0.0061 12.0618 12.0622
Standard deviation 0.0008 0.0006 0.0010 0.0011 0.0019 0.0005 0.0008
kinematic
6 R1592 (2013/07/01-07/02)  52.6273 40.4647 43.8764 79.5749  0.0050 12.0648 12.0621
7 EUR124 (2013/07/04-07/05)  52.6283 40.4643 43.8740 79.5740  0.0096 12.0655 12.0612
8 RV101 (2013/09/11-09/12)  52.6323 40.4623 43.8665 79.5715  0.0069 12.0659 12.0620
9 R1604 (2013/09/24-09/25)  52.6290 40.4653 43.8741 79.5750  0.0052 12.0611 12.0590
Mean  52.6292 40.4642 43.8728 79.5738  0.0067 12.0643 12.0610
Standard deviation 0.0022 0.0013 0.0043 0.0016 0.0021 0.0022 0.0014
Mean (total)  52.6290 40.4638 43.8740 79.5741  0.0064 12.0629 12.0617
Standard deviation (total) 0.0015 0.0010 0.0029 0.0013 0.0019 0.0019 0.0012
ITRF2008  52.6270 40.4650 43.8690 79.5708
Difference from ITRF2008 0.0020  0.0012 0.0050 0.0033
Local survey 2002 79.56852  0.0060
Local survey 2008 79.56782  0.0062
1The vector is defined by VLBI GNSS.
2Taken from Table 3 in Lo¨sler and Haas (2009) where all baselines were calculated referring to a
temperature of 0 C.
Table 3 Covariance matrix for the local tie vector between the VLBI and the GNSS reference points. The
units are mm2.
4 X 4 Y 4 Z
4 X 3.99 0.10 3.83
4 Y 0.10 0.59 0.03
4 Z 3.83 0.03 5.96
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Table 4 The same results as in Table 2, but here the local tie vector is given in topocentric coordinates.
Session Date East1 North1 Vertical1
[m] [m] [m]
semi-kinematic
1 2013-07-09 50.4642 59.9754 13.7192
2 2013-07-10 50.4652 59.9746 13.7195
3 2013-09-21 50.4656 59.9760 13.7202
4 2013-09-22 50.4658 59.9762 13.7189
5 2013-09-23 50.4658 59.9773 13.7204
Mean 50.4653 59.9759 13.7197
Standard deviation 0.0007 0.0010 0.0007
kinematic
6 R1592 (2013/07/01-07/02) 50.4663 59.9753 13.7218
7 EUR124 (2013/07/04-07/05) 50.4661 59.9749 13.7193
8 RV101 (2013/09/11-09/12) 50.4649 59.9745 13.7105
9 R1604 (2013/09/24-09/25) 50.4672 59.9753 13.7190
Mean 50.4661 59.9750 13.7176
Standard deviation 0.0009 0.0004 0.0049
Mean (total) 50.4657 59.9754 13.7188
Standard deviation (total) 0.0008 0.0009 0.0032
ITRF2008 50.4665 59.9710 13.7157
Difference from ITRF2008  0.0008 0.0044 0.0031
1The vector is defined by VLBI GNSS.
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Fig. 5 The estimated local tie vector and the axis offset of the telescope obtained from each session.
The results are given by the GPS data processing with (red circles) and without (blue squares) fixing the
baseline between the two GNSS antennas on the VLBI telescope. The session number is given in Tables 1
and 2. The calculated ITRF2008 local tie vectors are given by black solid lines while the line for the axis
offset was obtained using the mean value of the two local surveys.
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Fig. 6 The estimated local tie vector from each session with (blue crosses) and without (red circles) fixing
the axis offset of the telescope. The fixed axis offset value is  6.1 mm (the mean value of axis offset
obtained by the two local surveys (Lo¨sler and Haas, 2009)). The session number is given in Tables 1 and 2
while the calculated ITRF2008 local tie vectors are given by black solid lines.
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Fig. 7 The estimated local tie vector and the axis offset of the telescope obtained from each session.
The blue squares show the results given by the GPS data processing using the standard absolute PCV
corrections and the red circles show the results using the PCV corrections which were calculated based on
the azimuth orientation of the telescope. The session number is given in Tables 1 and 2. The calculated
ITRF2008 local tie vectors are given by black solid lines while the line for the axis offset was obtained
using the mean value of the two local surveys.
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